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bose lifestyle 48 home theater system manual
We have 11 Bose LIFESTYLE 48 manuals available for free PDF download Operating Manual,
Installation Manual, Owners Manual, Manual, Quick Setup Manual. Learn more or change settings
here. Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just one or two words e.g., connection
help. On Off Mute All Mute On Off Mute All Mute. Input On Off. On OffStored TV. InputRubber feet
for cube speakers. On Off. Note You may need other cables and adapters to complete your home
theater setup. Bose recommends a maximum distance of 3 feet 1 m from the edge of the TV screen
so that the sound does not become too separated from the picture. You may wish to vary this
distance based on room conditions and personal preference. Center speaker placement. The center
speaker sound should seem to come directly from the center of the picture. Note For convenience,
until your system is completely installed, you may wish to place the media center where you have
easy access to its rear connection panel. Display window Make sure you can see this information
while using your system. English. Refer to the Bose address list included with your system.Speaker
connections to the Acoustimass module Left. Front speakers Center. Right. Surround speakers Left
RightPower adapter cordTo connect to this service, contact your cable TV provider for assistance.
Note Make sure that the cable radio installation includes a signal splitter so that only the FM radio
band, not the cable TV band, is received by the media center. Composite video connectionTurn the
Acoustimass module POWER switch to on.Power connection for the media center. Media center
power supply Be sure the power supply cord is fully extended; it serves as the remote control
antenna. DC power jack. Media center connection panel. Installing the remote control batteries.
ADAPTiQ calibration headset. EnglishUsing the AdaptiQ calibration headset. Test the sensor and
enable the feature. Cable TV, satellite, or antenna cable TVFigure
21.http://www.videlec.be/ressource/commando-survival-manual-hugh-mcmanners.xml
bose lifestyle 48 home theater system manual, bose lifestyle 48 home theater system
manual 2, bose lifestyle 48 home theater system manual download, bose lifestyle 48
home theater system manual pdf, bose lifestyle 48 home theater system manual free,
bose home theater lifestyle 48 system manual.
VCR connectionConnect the VCR to the VIDEO IN jack on the media center. If that jack is
unavailable, connect the VCR directly to the TV. Component video connection. Note To make the
connections shown in the diagram below, you will need additional cables. Connecting a game
console English. Connect a game console directly to an available TV input. See Figure 24. Figure 24.
Connecting a game console. See your operating guide for instructions on using the system menus.
Figure 27. Digital audio and other media center panel connections. That is, the component is
connected to the media center, but placed where it cannot receive the IR signals from the media
center. Before using them, refer to instructions in your Operating Guide. Limited warranty. Click
here for more information on the types of cookies we use and how to change your cookie settings.
Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just one or two words e.g., connection help.
Please try again.Please try again.This item is eligible for FREE tech support for 90 days from the
date of delivery. Over the phone or chat, our trained technicians can help you set up, configure,
connect, and troubleshoot so you can start enjoying your new purchase. Get in touch with tech
support by going to your Orders page, and clikcing on Get Product Support. Learn more Amazon
Business For businessonly pricing, quantity discounts and FREE Shipping. Register a free business
account Please try your search again later.The uMusic intelligent playback system actually listens to
your music and learns your preferences, then makes selections based on what you like. It is ready

with just the songs you want to hear. The ADAPTiQ system was developed to adjust the Lifestyle
system for a consistent, highquality performance each time you listen. Fill your living room with
surround sound through tiny, Jewel Cube speaker arrays and a horizontal center channel
speaker.Comes without warranty, but guaranteed to
work.http://gospel-pour-100-voix.com/fichiers/newsletter/commando-survival-manual-pdf.xml
Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
argo 5.0 out of 5 stars The surround sound is great and music is good also. Not worth 4000 but at a
lower price point it will fill a large room with good sound. If you can find it at a lower price buy
it.One only problem is the different voltage between USA 110 volt and Italy 220 volt for many money
that we paid for this bose system, i think it would be much better if all components were made in
dual voltageDid not take long to see lack of newer video formats, but I could live with that. I am very
happy with sound performance and have no complaints, and dont care about what material speakers
are made of. They sound great and no issues. I have had remote control working the unit issues and
they sent me a new remote no charge, but still operates inconsistently. I have used the hard drive
very little and this is poor performance for a premium priced product. Now if they were going to
upgrade the video to HDMI on this refurbish then I say that would be OK. I hope I can use as a very
high priced speaker system, but the Bose tech could not say that the unit will continue to work even
if I dont use hard drive.Only for 1015 minutes, tops. WIPING OUT ALL MY SAVED CDS. Now there
is no stored music. So basically right now I have a basic DVD player with a decent sound system.
Bottom line dont waste your money on this turkey. Or your time.However, one of the strong selling
points of the system is the flexibility that the VS2 video enhancer provides, which comes with several
of the Lifestyle systems. The concept of the VS2 sounds great, but in my configuration, its a paper
weight. I have a DirecTv HDDVR, which can output video from 480i to 1080i.
However, when I hook up HDMI from the DVR to the VS2, and HDMI from the VS2 to the television,
the only way I can get the video signal to the TV is to configure the HDDVR to put out 480i. So, I
basically have to have the HDDVR downgrade 1080i shows to 480i, just to have the VS2 upgrade it
back. I will have to resort to using composite video from the VS2 to the television though I have not
tried this yetto get things to work right. Not using the VS2 is out of the question, as I cant see the
Lifestyle 48s controls i.e. music library listing, etc. without it. I tried to argue with the Bose installer
about the HDMI incompatibility, but he said not to worry about it, and use Component video, which
he said offers a much better video signal than HDMI ya right. So, I give it 4 stars for sound, 1 star
for video, and a 1 star for false advertising regarding the VS2 and the installer giving me false
information to make the VS2 work. It will help you set up and operate your system properly and
enjoy all of its advanced features. Save both the Install Guide and the Operating Guide for future
reference. WARNING To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose the system to rain or
moisture WARNING This apparatus shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing, and objects filled
with liquids, such as vases, shallIt involves use of the media center and a simple 3step procedure for
storing your music. Note Your system is designed to store the tracks of regular CDs only. It will not
store MP3 tracks or the contents of DVDs. If an inappropriate disc type is in the disc tray when the
Store button is pressed, the media center displays an error message to indicate that storageThere is
no need to aim the remote at the media center. Power and mute Turns the system on and off. Selects
the source last used. Mutes the volume for all connected speakers main and in other rooms. Mutes
or unmutes the volume in the current room.
Source and input selectioEnters or exits the Settings menu for the current source. Enters or exits
the System menu. Enters or exits the menu of the DVD disc that is currently loaded. Enters the main
menu of a cable or satellite box.Skip backward or forward to the next CD track, DVD chapter, radio

preset NOT to stored music preset, or to TV channel. Raise or lower the volume of the current
source.For information on the type of batteries to use and how to change them, refer to “Replacing
the remote control batteries” on page 51 In some buildings, you may experience “dead spots” where
the remote control will not operate effectively. If this happens, move the remote a foot or two and try
again. Also make sure theRepeat Shows when the track or disc playing is set to repeat. Disc Shows
when a disc in the disc tray is playing. Track Shows when a track is playing. Storing Shows when CD
tracks are storing. Lights briefly when a remote control command is received. Controls The nine
control buttons work as described below.With the media center turned off, use the controls on its
front panel to follow these steps 1. Press and hold the Enter button on the media center. 2. While
holding the Enter button down, press the Store button. Selections will appear on the media center
display eaTo use your system with the TV and other components, revieThe system checks the
musicPress and hold while the selection is playing. Hear your Playlist selections. Press. Make sure a
track never plays. Press, and select Stored CD, Track Action, Delete Track from the menu. Note For
information on the quick adjustments you can make to Stored CD settings, refer to “Stored CD
setting options” on page 37. Instructions on how to enter the menu to make these changes are
available in “How to see your options” on page 34. Dis. Please try again.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Please try your search again later.
You can edit your question or post anyway.The Bose Lifestyle 48 DVD home entertainment system,
the premier Bose system for both movies and music, features awardwinning Jewel Cube speaker
arrays for dramatically lifelike surround sound. A hideaway Acoustimass module produces the deep,
powerful low notes that bring action scenes to life and fullness to music. Innovative Bose
technologies take it from there, raising the Lifestyle 48 system to a new level of performance,
elegance and simplicity.If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates
through seller support Amazon calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue
and your question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for
other Bose Lifestyle 48 owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the Bose
Lifestyle 48 This manual comes under the category Home cinema sets and has been rated by 1
people with an average of a 7.3. This manual is available in the following languages English, French,
Spanish. Do you have a question about the Bose Lifestyle 48 or do you need help. Ask your question
here Bose Lifestyle 48 specifications Brand An HDMI cable is used to transport audio and video
signals between devices. Dust in hardtoreach places is best removed with compressed air. This
makes it possible to create a 5.1 effect with only 1 speaker. ManualSearcher.com ensures that you
will find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF
manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always
find the product you are looking for.
Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can
instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. The Lifestyle 48 system combines
functionality and innovative Bose technologies, with an impressive 24bit digital media center that
utilizes an advanced DSP technology to create independent sound fields that envelop you in an
unmatched surroundsound experience. Boses Lifestyle 48IV features its uMusic Intelligent Playback
System, capable of digitally storing and organizing up to 340 hours of your favorite music. Also,
enjoy multiroom expansion capabilities with the included Bose Link. This powerful feature enables
the Bose Lifestyle 48IV to distribute your favorite audio selections to up to 14 additional areas
throughout your home, with independent volume control for each area. It brings the movie theater

experience right into your home, with unsurpassed clarity and style. Innovative Bose Speaker Array
With the Lifestyle 48IV System, you get the experience of a full home theater without speakers and
cables overcrowding your room. The four small front Jewel Cube speakers use technological
innovation to give you the effects you might expect from having rear speakers.The playlist mode
offers extensive functionality. And the intelligent playback mode can learn your tastes and create a
tailored listening experience. ADAPTiQ Audio Calibration Taking the guesswork out of setting up
your system, Bose has introduced ADAPTiQ that analyzes your rooms dimensions and makes the
adjustments automatically for optimum performance. Videostage 5 Decoding Circuitry With this
proprietary Bose technology, you can enjoy fivechannel surround sound from everything you play,
including older TV programs and VHS tapes originally recorded in mono.
Acoustimass Module The module delivers the clarity of pure lowfrequency reproduction down to the
lowest frequencies, even at the loudest levels. Bose Link Allows other Bose speakers and systems to
seamlessly connect to a Lifestyle system. So your Lifestyle system becomes the center of a
wholehome solution that lets you enjoy sound throughout your home, wherever sound is important.
VS2 Video Enhancer Simplifies the integration of a Lifestyle system with other video sources,
including those with HDMI. Connect just one wire from the VS2 video enhancer to the back of your
TV, and receive the correct audio and video with the press of one button. HighDefinition Multimedia
Interface HDMI If youre looking to pump highdefinition DVDs or TV broadcasts into your home
theater, the Lifestyle 48IV will do the job. It features an HDMI output, capable of upconverting video
signals to 1080p HD resolution. In addition, the LS48IV offers an HDMI input for connectivity to
other highdefinition components. Progressive Scan The Lifestyle 48IV features progressive scan
playback, capable of scanning an entire video frame at once; scanlines commonly associated with
interlaced video are drastically reduced. The result is a spectacularly clear image with no motion
artifacts stairstepping, and details so sharp they seem as if theyre etched onto the screen.
MultiFormat Playback Capability It offers a fullrange of playback capabilities for enjoying movies,
music and images. Magnetically Shielded The four satellite and center speakers are magnetically
shielded to prevent picture interference when placed near your TV or display. FullFeature Remote
Control Included with this package is a fullfeature remote control capable of executing every
command on the Lifestyle 48IV system. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing
History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors.
Click here for more information on the types of cookies we use and how to change your cookie
settings. Setup disc 2 leads you through the ADAPTiQ audio calibration system process, which
adjusts the sound of the system to the acoustics of your listening area. The process takes
approximately ten minutes. During this time please try to eliminate any other sounds in the room
that could interfere with the acoustic measurements. If there is a component connected to the Aux
inputs, temporarily remove those connections Disc 2 will explain the remaining steps for you to
follow Please save the ADAPTiQ headset and discs. If you move any of the speakers or furniture, or if
you move the system to another room, you will want to perform the procedure again. To use the
ADAPTiQ system again, you cannot simply turn it back on; you must reinstall it using the ADAPTiQ
discs included with the system. Follow the first set of instructions above to reinstall the ADAPTiQ
system Please feel free to share additional comments below. Write a review Rating Filter 5 star
rating. 5 reviews 5 5 4 star rating. 3 reviews 4 3 3 star rating. 1 review 3 1 2 star rating. 1 review 2
1 1 star rating. 1 review 1 1 Show only Verified Purchases What’s Verified Purchaser mean 73%
would recommend to a friend Show only Verified Purchases Learn more Search Sort by Most
Relevant Most Helpful Most Recent Oldest Highest Rating Lowest Rating Most relevant reviews info
Show only Verified Purchases What’s Verified Purchaser mean. Page 1 Showing 111 of 11 reviews
Sort by Most Relevant Most Helpful Most Recent Oldest Highest Rating Lowest Rating Most relevant
reviews info Mexicanmike Mexicanmike Rated 4 out of 5 stars Great, for what IT is Posted 11 years
ago. Mexicanmike By no means is this the best setup you can get for the price of the unit. That being

said, Bose is the best at what they do. The form factor is small, everything is integrated, comes with
a RF remote that can program to most IR devices.
This unit is great for the average customer who is more focused on small form factor and ease of use
without paying someone to setup or calibrate components. The unit doesnt have the greatest ability
for expansion, minimal digital inputs, but will suffice for a HiDef dvd player, sat box, and maybe one
gaming system. The universal remote will never give you full functionality on third party
components. Low frequency reproduction is not by todays standards, booming, but it does give
descent, clean, natural reproduction. Again, not the best for the price, but if you dont want floor
standing speakers, or the wife wants something that will hide away easy on the ceiling, walls or
bookshelves, bose will tuck away nicely. My recommendation for a friend is on the terms that they
are looking for what bose offers small, easy to setup, integrated, semiintelligent music selection,
cosmetically appealing. I have this in my bedroom where space is limited and additional items are
limited. For the dollar, I would buy vienna acoustic grands and a good receiver with HDMI
upconversion for a main room setup, in fact, I did do that. Martin Logan Abyss kills the bose sub. I
would recommend this to a friend Helpful 1 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment frankinPA frankinPA Rated
5 out of 5 stars Always wanted a Bose Posted 12 years ago.A little pricey, but if you like your home
theater systems and use them often, it is more than worth the price. I also purchased the room link,
and what a fantastic devise this is! Awesome technology from Bose.And I must say I had an excellent
experience setting up with Bose tech support and walked me thru the entire setup. After my phone
call with them I was up and running in no time. I would definately recommend getting this product I
would recommend this to a friend Helpful 3 Unhelpful 1 Report Comment jlimbo808 jlimbo808 Rated
3 out of 5 stars Bose System Posted 11 years ago.Bose should drop the prices for these systems.
You do notWe can’t store MP3 songs in it, that is bad part. Other than that this is the best.I would do
it again and not have waited so long. It is worth the price for the sound quality you get and the
ability to store cds and retrieve any time. The unit will learn your favorites and we have also added
the Boselink to other rooms. You can retrieve your music anytime from songs stored in library. I
would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment JBAlabama JBAlabama
Rated 5 out of 5 stars Awesome, Lives up to Hype Posted 12 years ago. JBAlabama Finally was in a
financial situation to be able to afford a Bose, and have been simply amazed. Nothing that I can say
about this product would do its justice. Simply the absolute best product on the market. Completely
revamped our home theatre experience. I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 2 Unhelpful 2
Report Comment jim0244 jim0244 Rated 5 out of 5 stars No Better Audio Quality Posted 11 years
ago.Whether you play video games in surround sound, watch movies, listen to music, or just watch
TV, the bose lifestyle does it all. Get it, you wont regret it. All the components appear cheaply made
with cheap material. I was shocked to see this after hearing how much he paid. I wouldnt knock this
if it was priced right, but the MSRP on this is ridiculous. No, I would not recommend this to a friend
Helpful 2 Unhelpful 3 Report Comment MCGNC MCGNC Rated 2 out of 5 stars eh Posted 11 years
ago.BEST BUY, the BEST BUY logo, the tag design, MY BEST BUY, and BESTBUY.COM are
trademarks of Best Buy and its affiliated companies. Up to 340 hours of music can be stored on the
HDD. Remote control works through walls. Irregularly shaped Media Center hinders the stacking of
other components. The lastest topoftheline model is no exception. Included in the Lifestyle 48 are
five Jewel Cube satellite speakers, each only 11 centimetres high and consisting of two rotatable
speakers stacked one on top of the other.
The Acoustimass module, responsible for the bass, looks somewhat like the case of a large PC. It
measures about 40 centimetres high, 60 centimetres deep and is allblack with a metal grille at the
front. For its rather small size its quite heavy. It features a flipup transparent panel to access the
controls and DVD tray. The Media Centers irregularly shaped round top and front liftup lid is a slight
hindrance as it makes it difficult to sit other components on top, like an Xbox or digital set top

box.However, where the Lifestyle 48 really shines is in its ADAPTiQ audio calibration system. The
first disc includes an initial setup chapter containing an interactive demonstration on where to place
each of the five Jewel Cube speakers and the Acoustimass module. It then plays a test loop through
the front left and right, centre, rear left and rear right speakers to ensure youve got all the cords in
the correct place. Once the basic setup is complete and verified, you are prompted to enter the
second DVD.You are then asked to insert the ADAPTiQ headset to the auxiliary input of the Media
Center. The headset looks similar to a set of headphones but instead of housing speakers it has two
microphones that sit above your ears to measure the sound from the Bose speakers. The system then
plays more test sounds, analyses the levels as you sit in your five chosen listening locations and
adjusts the speaker settings accordingly.For example, it might find music of similar genres, artists or
composers to songs youve rated highly.Instead of placing the rear surround speakers directly at the
centre of the room, bouncing the sound off the rear and side walls creates more atmosphere,
especially in smaller rooms.Even when we nudged up the volume for the battle for Isengard scene,
the Lifestyle 48 reproduced perfect surround sound and bass free from distortion.
Sitting in the five locations wed chosen for setup, it was hard to determine the source of the deep,
pounding bass as it seemed to radiate around the room. The crispness from the staggeringly small
speakers is astounding. Each of these supports a set of analog audio jacks and a digital coaxial
connection. There is also a digital optical connection.It is surprising on such a highend system that
there is no component or digital video output, such as DVI or HDMI, for higher quality connections.
One of the best things about the remote is that it doesnt rely on lineofsight infrared but instead uses
radio frequency RF so it can work through walls from adjacent rooms and even outside.Component
video adapters, SVideo and composite video cables are included alongside antennas for AM and FM
radio.Lets round them up. Here are some of the best. Heres what she means for techWe delete
comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed
at any time at our discretion.

